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Polybenzoxazine is a new, developing phenolic-type ther-
moset resin that has attracted much attention in recent years
because of its outstanding properties, and the different forms
of polybenzoxazine (such as bulk [1–5], film [6–19], aerogel
[20–25], and porous membranes [26,27]) and their various
applications havebeen studied extensively.At the same time,
production of nanofibers from polybenzoxazine resins and
incorporation of the polybenzoxazines into the other poly-
meric nanofibers for the functionalization and enhancement
of the existing properties is a developing area.
Polybenzoxazines have been used recently for the super-
hydrophobic surface modification of polymeric nanofibrous
membranes [28–30]. Until now, various approaches, such
as plasma treatment, chemical deposition, colloidal
assembly, lithography, and template-based techniques, have
been employed to produce superhydrophobic membranes
[31–34]. However, such functional membranes are still
limited in terms of large-scale production and practical appli-
cations because of expensive and complicated fabricationflexibility, as well as poor selectivity and recyclability. On
the other hand, electrospinning is a simple but powerful tech-
nique for preparing functional fibrousmembranes at nanoscale
and microscale levels from a variety of polymers, polymer
blends, sol-gels, composites, and ceramics [35,36]. Moreover,
nanofibers produced by electrospinning have several signif-
icant features, such as a very large surface area to volume ratio
and nanoscale pores. In addition, materials with a nanofibrous
structure exhibit distinctive chemical, physical, and
mechanical properties when compared to their bulk or film
forms. The unique properties and multifunctionality of such
nanofibrous structures are suitable for use in a variety of areas
and systems, including healthcare, filtration/membrane, tex-
tiles, environmental, energy, electronics, and sensors [35–41].
Surface modification of such functional membranes
with hierarchical rough surfaces and controlled wettability
provide the fabrication of superhydrophobic membranes
[32,42]. It is well known that polybenzoxazine is an addition
polymerized phenolic system with low surface energy and
that it can induce hydrophobicity and oleophilicity along8-0-12-804170-3.00033-0
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644 PART VI Morphological Control of Polybenzoxazineswith a wide range of interesting features, including near-zero
volumetric change upon curing, chemical resistance, low
water absorption, and high glass-transition temperature,
which allmake it a promising component for functionalmem-
branes with special wettability [43–45]. Although it has been
known for some time that superhydrophobic spin coating can
beprepared frompolybenzoxazine [45,46], until recentlyvery
few studies reported on the development of flexible
polybenzoxazine–modified nanofibrous membranes espe-
cially for oil-water separation. Selective adsorption of the
oil from oil-water mixtures generally depends on the hydro-
phobicity andoleophilicityof themembrane surface.Thewet-
tability of solid surfaces is generally controlled by their
surface chemistry and geometrical roughness [47–49]. Basi-
cally, the introduction of a proper roughness can make a
smoothhydrophobic surfacemorehydrophobicor evensuper-
hydrophobic because of air being trapped under the water
droplets as a cushion; on the other hand, an oleophilic surface
becomes more oleophilic or even superoleophilic because of
the capillary effect [50–53]. Also, the incorporation of ben-
zoxazine precursors into the polymeric nanofibers is another
way to obtain superhydrophobic surfaces because polyben-
zoxazines are low-surface-free-energy polymeric materials.
Another interesting application of polybenzoxazine is its
use as a precursor for the production ofmagnetic carbonnano-
fibers (MCNFs). Traditionally, synthetic approaches—such
as a substrate method, a spraying method, a vapor growth
method, and a plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
method—are used for the fabrication of CNFs. However,
not only are these methods complicated and costly, they also
arenot suitable for theproductionofFe3O4nanoparticle (NP)–
embeddedporousMCNFsbecause it is difficult to increase the
pore volume and mass fraction of Fe3O4 [54]. On the other
hand, electrospinning is a simple and inexpensive method
for producing nanoscale and mesoscale 1D composite nano-
fibers froma combination of organic and inorganic precursors
[34,55]. Through the calcination of these electrospun pre-
cursor nanofibers, MCNFs can be produced [56]. On prin-
ciple, the nature of the precursor nanofibers strongly affects
the structural properties of electrospun MCNFs, because
internal and surface defects of the precursor nanofibers can
be transferredeasily into theobtainedMCNFs,causingperfor-
mance to deteriorate [57]. Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) is themost
commonly used precursor polymer for the production of elec-
trospun CNFs [58]. Moreover, pitch, poly(vinyl alcohol),
poly(vinylidene fluoride), poly(methyl methacrylate),
poly(vinyl pyrrolidone), and poly(p-xylene tetrahydrothio-
phenium chloride) have also been reported [54,59–61].
However, in order to convert these thermoplastic polymers
into highly condensed thermosetting fibers and at the same
time prevent the fibers from fusing together during carboni-
zation, a time-consuming and expensive stabilization process
is required, which limits the practical use of these electrospun
CNFs [54]. On the other hand, the interesting features ofpolybenzoxazine—such as near-zero volumetric change
during curing, higher glass-transition temperature, and high
char yield [43,45,62]—suggest that it is a promising precursor
for high-performance CNFs.
In addition to the means just discussed, via elec-
trospinning, suitable polybenzoxazine molecules can be
synthesized because of the flexibility of their molecular
design in order to produce polymer-free, completely
polybenzoxazine–based nanofibers. Because chain entan-
glement and overlapping play vital roles in the formation
of nanofibers during electrospinning, main-chain polyben-
zoxazines (MCPBz) with a chain structure can be syn-
thesized from difunctional phenolic derivatives and
difunctional primary amines. By combining the properties
of polybenzoxazines and the features of electrospun nano-
fibers highly cross-linked thermoset polybenzoxazine nano-
fibrous mat, which has good mechanical/thermal properties
and high stability in harsh environmental conditions, can be
obtained. In addition, because of the cross-linked Mannich
bridge structure with benzene rings all over the fibers and
the roughness provided by the nanoscale fibrous structure,
these materials possess inherent hydrophobic characteristic,
without further surface modification. Therefore these mate-
rials are quite useful for filtration systems that require high
temperatures and that are often in harsh environmental
conditions.2 SURFACE MODIFICATION
OF NANOFIBROUS MEMBRANES
BY IN SITU POLYMERIZATION
OF BENZOXAZINES
2.1 Superhydrophobic Silica Nanofibrous
Membrane by In Situ Polymerization
of Benzoxazine
Yang and coworkers fabricated superhydrophobic mem-
branes by in situ polymerization of fluorinated polybenzox-
azine incorporating SiO2NPs on silica nanofibrous
membrane (SNM), which is produced by calcination (800°
C) of electrospun tetraethylorthosilicate/poly(vinyl alcohol)
composite nanofibers (Fig. 1) [28]. Here novel bifunctional
fluorinated benzoxazine (HID-tma) synthesized from 4,40-
(hexafluoroisopropylidene) disphenol, m-(trifluoromethyl)
aniline and paraformaldehyde was used as the starting
monomer.TheSNMweremodifiedbydipping invariouscon-
centrations of a HID-tma solution and then were dried in an
oven for 20 min at 60°C. Subsequently, in situ polymerization
ofHID-tmawas carried out at 190°C in a vacuumoven for 1 h
yielding the formation of poly(HID-tma) on the SNM sur-
faces. In addition, the hydrophobicity of the SNMwere regu-
lated by introducing the different concentrations of the
SiO2NPs (0.1, 0.5, 2, and 3 wt%) into the HID-tma solutions
FIG. 1 Illustration showing the synthesis pro-
cedure of poly(HID-tma)/SiO2NP/SNM and the
relevant formation mechanism [28].
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was carried out as before. The relevant poly(HID-tma)/
SiO2NP–modified SNM were denoted as poly(HID-tma)-x/
SiO2NP-y/SNM, where x is the concentration of HID-tma
(x wt%) and y is the concentration of SiO2NPs (y wt%).
SNMhas numerous silanol (Si-OH) groups on the fibers’
surfaces, which provides perfect contact with water droplets
because of the strong hydrogen bonding, thus showing
superhydrophilic characteristics with a water contact angle
(WCA) of 0 degree and a oleophilic characteristic with an
oil contact angle (OCA) of 22 degrees. First, the surface
chemistry of the SNM was altered by dipping the HID-
tma solutions and by a subsequent curing at 190°C. In this
step, HID-tma was polymerized through ring-opening and
cross-linking reactions and yielded a thermoset poly(HID-
tma) layer on the fiber surface, which shows a hydrophobic
characteristic because of the highly cross-linked Mannich
bridge structure with benzene rings. Poly(HID-tma)–
modified SNM exhibited promising hydrophobicity (142
degrees) up to a 2 wt% concentration; however, a further
increase in the concentration of HID-tma (4 wt%) caused
the formation of film among the nanofibers, thus reducing
the roughness of the membranes and decreasing the WCA
to about 133 degrees.
Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter described two equilibrium
configurations for superhydrophobic rough surfaces, as
wetted state and non-wetted state, respectively [50,51]. At
wetted state, the liquid was in contact with the whole solid
surface under it; at non-wetted state, the liquid was in
contact with only the top part of the rough surface. These
two models suggest mechanisms for the effect of roughness
on the static WCA when the water droplet rest on the rough
surface with minute hysteresis. They also suggest that
surface modification with suitable multiscale roughness
makes the hydrophobic surface more hydrophobic and theoleophilic surface more oleophilic. Therefore the incorpo-
ration of 0.1, 0.5, 2, and 3 wt% SiO2NP into the 0.5 wt%
HID-tma remarkably increased the surface roughness, and
the WCA of the membranes were measured as 146, 151,
161, and 158 degrees, respectively (Fig. 2). However, a
further increase of the SiO2NP content to 3 wt% would
cause the aggregation of NPs on the nanofibers as well as
among the spaces between the nanofibers, resulting in a
slight decrease of WCA, as shown in Fig. 2. The resultant
poly(HID-tma)-0.5/SiO2NP-2/SNM with fine hierarchical
roughness showed the highest WCA at 161 degrees and
the lowest sliding angle at 4 degrees.
Poly(HID-tma)-0.5/SNP-2/SNM membrane showed
robust thermal stability upon high-temperature treat-
ment. This membrane exhibited superhydrophobicity until
250°C and maintained good hydrophobicity of 135 degrees
even after a heat treatment of 450°C. Also, as-prepared
poly(HID-tma)-0.5/SiO2NP-2/SNM has shown favorable
bending and recovering behaviors, revealing excellent flexi-
bility with no crack formation during the process (Fig. 3A).
Moreover, a KES multipurpose bending test (KES-FB2S)
was carried out on the SNM, poly(HID-tma)-0.5/SNM, and
poly(HID-tma)-0.5/SiO2NP-2/SNM for further characteriza-
tions of the flexibility of the membranes (Fig. 3B). The cor-
responding bending rigidities based on the Grosberg’s model
[63] were 0.0085, 0.0215, and 0.0127 gf cm, respectively,
implying good flexibility for all the three samples. In
addition, mechanical properties of the SNM, poly(HID-
tma)-0.5/SNM, and poly(HID-tma)-0.5/SiO2NP-2/SNM
were investigated by a typical stress strain curve. The mem-
branes showed similar robust tensile strengths of 2.64, 2.46,
and 2.58 MPa, respectively, indicating that the fluorinated
polybenzoxazine modification does not affect the tensile
strength of membranes. Also, all the membranes exhibited
a nonlinear elastic behavior at first under a stress load,
FIG. 2 Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) images and the corresponding optical profiles of water droplets of (A) poly(HID-tma)-0.5/
SiO2NP-0.1/SNM, (B) poly(HID-tma)-0.5/SiO2NP-0.5/SNM, (C) poly(HID-tma)-0.5/SiO2NP-2/SNM, and (D) poly(HID-tma)-0.5/SiO2NP-3/SNM [28].
FIG. 3 (A) Optical images presenting the flexibility of
poly(HID-tma)-0.5/SiO2NP-2 by bending and recovering.
(B) KES-FB2 test carried out on the relevant SNM, poly(HID-
tma)-0.5/SNM, and poly(HID-tma)-0.5/SiO2NP-2/SNM [28].
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increase until the yield stress was reached. Meanwhile,
the final elongations at break of the modified membranes
were greatly decreased, compared to SNM, which could
be attributed to the inhibition of fiber slip by poly(HID-
tma) layers. The results showed that the poly(HID-tma)/
SiO2NP/SNM possessed good thermal stability, excellent
flexibility, and comparable tensile strength, which are of
great importance for superhydrophobic membranes that
are intended for real applications [64,65]. Therefore these
membranes could be applied as promising materials for awide range of potential applications in high-temperature fil-
tration, self-cleaning coatings, catalyst carriers, and so on.2.2 Superhydrophobic and Superoleophilic
Nanofibrous Membrane by In Situ
Polymerization of Benzoxazine for Oil-Water
Separation
Tang and coworkers prepared superhydrophobic and
superoleophilic nanofibrous membranes by modifying the
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nanofibers with fluorinated polybenzoxazine/SiO2NPs
functional layer (Fig. 4) [28].A novel bifunctional fluorinated
benzoxazine (HID-oda) synthesized from 4,40-(hexafluoroi-
sopropylidene) diphenol, octadecylamine, and paraformal-
dehyde was used as the starting monomer for the surface
modification of PMIA nanofibrous membranes. Initially,
carbon nanotube–reinforced PMIA nanofibrous membranes
were produced by electrospinning, and then poly(HID-oda)/
SiO2NP–modified PMIA nanofibrous membranes were
fabricated by varying the concentration of HID-oda (0.05,
0.1, 0.5, 1, and 4 wt%) and SiO2NP (0.1, 0.5, 1, and 2 wt%).
First, nanofibrous membranes were dipped into HID-oda
solutions. Subsequently, in situ polymerization was achieved
upon curing at 200°C, and a cross-linked thermosetting layer
(poly(HID-oda)) formed on the fibers’ surface. The obtained
PMIA membranes modified from the HID-oda concentration
of x wt%were denoted as poly(HID-oda)-x. Similarly, the rel-
evant poly(HID-oda)/SiO2NP–modified PMIA samples were
denoted as poly(HID-oda)-x/SiO2NP-y/PMIA, where x is the
concentration of HID-oda (x wt%) and y is the concentration
of SiO2NP (y wt%).
WCA measurements of poly(HID-oda)/SiO2NP/PMIA
with the low HID-oda concentrations of 0.05, 0.1, 0.5,
and 1 wt% showed a remarkable increase in WCAs of 54,FIG. 4 Illustration showing the synthesis pro-
cedure of poly(HID-oda)/SiO2NP/PMIA nano-
fibrous membranes and the relevant formation
mechanism [29].89, 118, and 120 degrees, respectively. On the other hand,
further increasing the concentration of HID-oda (>2 wt%)
decreased theWCA to about 103 degrees. The incorporation
of SiO2NP in the poly(HID-oda) functional layer signifi-
cantly changed the morphology of the resulting membranes
by the formation of nano-scaled rough structures on the sur-
faces of nanofibers (Fig. 5).
The WCA of poly(HID-oda)/SiO2NP/PMIA nanofibrous
membranes prepared from 1 wt% HID-oda and 0.1, 0.5, 1,
and2 wt%ofSiO2NPwas120, 137, 148,155, and161degrees,
respectively, indicating a remarkable increase ofWCA toward
the increasingSiO2NPcontents (Fig.6A). In contrast, theOCA
of poly(HID-oda)-1/SiO2NP-2/PMIA membrane showed
inverse behavior with a comparable superoleophilic with an
extremely low OCA of 0 degrees, whereas that value is
23 degrees for pristine oleophilic PMIA membranes. Here,
again, the introduction of the appropriate roughness with a
multiscale range makes the hydrophobic surface more hydro-
phobicand theoleophilic surfacemoreoleophilic, as suggested
by the Wenzel and the Cassie-Baxter models [50,51]. This
promising selective wettability makes the membranes good
candidates for oil-water separation.
Moreover, hydrophobicity of a poly(HID-oda)-1/
SiO2NP-2/PMIA membrane at high temperatures and in a
broad range of pH 2–12 was investigated. This membrane
FIG. 5 FE-SEM images of (A) poly(HID-oda)-1/SiO2NP-0.1/PMIA, (B) poly(HID-oda)-1/SiO2NP-0.5/PMIA, (C)poly(HID-oda)-1/SiO2NP-1/PMIA,
and (D) poly(HID-oda)-1/SiO2NP-2/PMIA membranes. The insets show the corresponding optical profilometry images of each sample [29].
FIG. 6 (A) WCAs and the corresponding shapes of water droplets on the
poly(HID-oda)-1/SiO2NP-2/PMIA membrane after calcination at different
temperatures for 10 min. (B) Optical photos of cool water (25°C) and hot
water (80°C) dumped on the surface of lotus leaves (left darker one) and the
poly(HID-oda)-1/SiO2NP-2/PMIA membrane (right lighter one), the water
was dyed with methyl blue [29].
648 PART VI Morphological Control of Polybenzoxazinesexhibited superhydrophobicity toward water at all pH
values and heat treatments up to 250°C. After a heat
treatment at 350°C, the poly(HID-oda)-1/SiO2NP-2/PMIA
membrane maintained promising hydrophobicity with the
WCA at 143 degrees. In addition, the repellent character-
istics of the poly(HID-oda)-1/SiO2NP-2/PMIA membrane
to hot water was comparable to that of the classic superhy-
drophobic lotus leaves as well (Fig. 6B). Although both the
lotus leaves (left green one) and poly(HID-oda)-1/SiO2NP-
2/PMIA membrane (right yellow one) exhibited good repel-
lency toward water at room temperature, the lotus leaves
showed hydrophilic properties toward the water at 80°C,
indicating the deterioration of the surface hierarchical rough
structure. However, the poly(HID-oda)-1/SiO2NP-2/PMIA
membrane still showed robust hydrophobicity toward hot
water without wetting, which was due to the excellent sta-
bility of the poly(HID-oda) functional layer.
Theyalsomeasured thequantitativepore sizedistribution
(PSD) of the surface-modifiedmembranes by employing the
Barrett-Joyner-Halenda method. It was observed that all
membranes with 1 wt%HID-oda and different SiO2NP con-
centrations showed a typical polydisperse porous structure
with a primary PSD in the range of 20–60 nm and well-
developed peaks centered at 34 nm. Moreover, the pore
volumes and surface areas increased greatly with increasing
SiO2NP contents, with the poly(HID-oda)-1/SiO2NP-2/
PMIA membrane possessing the highest pore volume of
0.547 cm3 g1 and surface area of 57.9 m2 g1. As a proof
of concept, a gravity-driven oil-water separation experiment
FIG. 7 (A) WCAs of the various modified CA nanofibrous membranes
with different concentrations of HID-tma. (B) The Ra values of selected
CA, poly(HID-tma)-0.1/CA, poly(HID-tma)-1/CA, and poly(HID-tma)-4/
CA nanofibrous membranes (the insets are the corresponding optical pro-
filometry images) [30].
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passed through the membranes within 3 min without any
external force, whereas all of the water was retained above
the membranes because of the superhydrophobicity and
low water-adhesion of the membranes.
Likewise, Shang and coworkers from the same research
group reported the fabrication of superhydrophobic and
superoleophilic cellulose acetate (CA) nanofibers by in situ
polymerization of the fluorinated benzoxazine incorporating
a SiO2NP functional layer on electrospun nanofibers [30].
Here HID-tma was used as a starting monomer, which could
directly form a hydrophobic cross-linked thermosetting
polymer (poly(HID-tma)) layer on the nanofiber surface
through in situ polymerization. Again, the concentrations of
HID-tma (0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 1, and 4 wt%) and SiO2NP
(0.1, 0.5, 1, and 2 wt%) were regulated to add promising
superhydrophobic and superoleophilic characteristic to
the pristine hydrophilic CA nanofibrous membranes. The
subsequent curing process was the same as the one used in
the preceding study. Similarly, the relevant poly(HID-tma)/
SiO2NP–modified CA samples were denoted as poly(HID-
tma)-x/SiO2NP-y/CA, where x is the concentration HID-tma
(x wt%), and y is the concentration of SiO2NP (y wt%). As
is well known, CA is an esterifiable natural polymer
containing hydrophilic acetate and hydroxyl groups;
therefore, the CA nanofibrous membranes have revealed a
superhydrophilic feature with a WCA of less than 5 degrees
(Fig. 7A). On the other hand, theWCA of the CAnanofibrous
membranes increased significantly after modification with
0.01, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.1 wt% (HID-tma), and corresponding
WCAsof68, 90, 121, and136degreesweremeasured, respec-
tively. Meanwhile, a further increases in concentration have
shown a stable tendency towardWCA (Fig. 7A), which dem-
onstrates that theuseof a critical concentrationof theHID-tma
monomer is required to induce the hydrophobicity among the
CA nanofibrous membranes.
By the incorporation of 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 2 wt%SiO2NP into
the 1 wt% HID-tma, nano-scale hierarchical structures were
formed on the fiber surfaces, which enhanced the surface
roughness. Because rough surfaces retain less contact with
water droplets, a considerable increase was observed in the
WCA of poly(HID-tma)/SiO2NP–modified CA nanofibrous
membranes, and the corresponding WCAs of the membranes
weremeasured at 120, 137, 148, 155, and 161 degrees, respec-
tively. In contrast, OCA of membranes have shown a reverse
tendency, and the OCA of the FCA-1/SNP-2 membrane was
extremely low (3degrees)whencompared to thepristineoleo-
philic CA membranes (25 degrees).
Moreover, the hierarchical rough structure analysis re-
vealed the majority of mesopores in membranes since a
series of typical adsorption behaviors, including monolayer
adsorption, multilayer adsorption, and capillary condensation,
could be observed (Fig. 8A). Also a Brunauer-Emmett-Teller
(BET) surface area analysis of poly(HID-tma)-1/SiO2NP/CAmembranes revealed a considerable increase of the surface area
that was caused by the increasing SiO2NP contents in the poly
(HID-tma)medium, and the highest surface area was observed
for the poly(HID-tma)-1/SiO2NP-2/CA nanofibrous mem-
branes at 59.0 m2 g1, indicating the major contributing role
of SiO2NP. PSD analysis showed that the poly(HID-tma)-1/
SiO2NP/CA membranes possess a typically polydisperse
porous structure and a primary PSD in the range 20–60 nm,
and a relatively concentrated PSD mainly centered at 40 nm
was observed in all samples (Fig. 8B). Moreover, the values
of these peaks greatly increased along with the increasing
SiO2NP contents, indicating the remarkable enhancement of
the mesoporous structure.
Poly(HID-tma)-1/SiO2NP-2/CA membranes were pre-
pared in a large scale (6060 cm) with a thickness of
50 mm (Fig. 9A) because of their great versatility in scaling
up production. In addition, poly(HID-tma)-1/SiO2NP-2/CA
membranes revealed similar superhydrophobic behavior
FIG. 8 (A) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of relevant poly(HID-tma)-
1/SiO2NP-0.1/CA, poly(HID-tma)-1/SiO2NP-0.5/CA, poly(HID-tma)-1/
SiO2NP-1/CA, and poly(HID-tma)-1/SiO2NP-2/CA membranes. (B) Pore
distribution of relevant membranes using the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda
method [30].
650 PART VI Morphological Control of Polybenzoxazinestoward water with different pH measurements, exhibiting
the excellent stability and usability (Fig. 9B) [66–68].
Besides, since these membranes possess selective wetta-
bility and high porosity, they demonstrated effective perfor-
mance for separation of oil-water mixtures in a very short





Kao and coworkers demonstrated a facile fabrication of
nonfluorine and nonsilicon low-surface-free-energy fibers
from the electrospinning of PAN and a phenol-aniline–
based benzoxazine (P-a) blend solution [69]. Generally, it
is difficult to obtain nanofibers from monomers or small
molecules because chain entanglement and overlapping
are the key factors for the formation of nanofibers during
the electrospinning process. Therefore PAN, which is anideal blend material because of its high melting temperature
[22] and good miscibility with the P-a monomer, was used
as the carrier matrix, and it was aimed at improving the prac-
tical application of polybenzoxazine as superhydrophobic
fibrous mats. The total concentration of PAN and P-a was
maintained at 10% in the solution, and the PAN:P-a weight
fractions (100:0, 70:30, 50:50, 30:70, and 0:100) were
varied to produce PAN/P-a hybrid fibers by electrospinning.
Nanofibers obtained from these compositions were denoted
as PAN10/P-a0, PAN7/P-a3, PAN5/P-a5, PAN3/P-a7, and
PAN0/P-a10, respectively. The miscibility and curing
behavior of the hybrids along with the typical P-a were
examined by means of differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC). For a hybrid of macromolecules, a single peak
detected by DSC is conventionally employed as a criterion
reflecting the miscibility of the hybrid. The results exhibit
that the significant miscibility of the PAN/P-a hybrids
occurred below 50 wt% P-a in the PAN, indicating that P-a
could be dissolved completely in the PAN phase with a
50 wt% concentration. However, two peaks appeared at
c.200°C and 250°C for PAN3/P-a7, indicating the occurrence
of the phase separation at 70 wt% P-a content (Fig. 10).
Thermally activated ring-opening and cross-linking of
P-a yield the poly(P-a) networks, which have many phenolic
hydroxyl groups. In addition, PAN is stabilized by heating in
air at temperatures in the range of 200–300°C. These phe-
nolic hydroxyl groups of poly(P-a) interact through hydrogen
bonding with the heteroaromatic or polyimine cyclic
structure that occurs during the stabilization of PAN, which
can be readily investigated by means of Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) (Fig. 11). Three different kinds
of OH groups and two different kinds of NH groups are
present in the PAN/poly(P-a) mixtures. The broad band in
the range of 3200–3600 cm1 increased, verified that the
intermolecular hydrogen bonding between PAN and poly
(P-a) occurred. The area of the broad band of the PAN5/
poly(P-a)5 blend approaches a maximum, indicated that
the strongest intermolecular hydrogen bonding between
PAN and poly(P-a) occurred at the 50 wt% concentration
P-a blending with PAN. These results indicated that the intra-
molecular hydrogen bonding of poly(P-a) transferred sub-
stantially to intermolecular hydrogen bonding with PAN.
The increase in the concentration of the P-a in the PAN
solution had a considerable effect on the fiber diameter and
morphology. Fiber diameters of the PAN/P-a hybrid and
PAN/poly(P-a) blend fibers are summarized in Table 1.
The static water contact angle (SWCA) of the PAN/P-a
and PAN/poly(P-a) nanofibers and spin-coated PAN/P-a
and PAN/poly(P-a) hybrid surfaces were also investigated.
The cured PAN5/poly(P-a)5 nanofibers possessed the
highest SWCA of 1542 degrees, indicating the superhy-
drophobicity of surfaces. If the air fraction is high enough,
a very hydrophobic surface is realized. For the PAN/P-a
hybrid surface, the air fraction was calculated to be in the
FIG. 10 Conventional first run DSC thermograms of the PAN/BA
hybrids including (a) PAN10/poly(P-a)0, (b) PAN7/poly(P-a)3,
(c) PAN5/poly(P-a)5, (d) PAN3/poly(P-a)7, and (e) PAN0/poly(P-a)10,
respectively.
FIG. 9 (A) Photograph shows the large scale
(6060 cm) of poly(HID-tma)-1/SiO2NP-2/CA
membranes. (B) The relationship between pH
and the WCAs of poly(HID-tma)-1/SiO2NP-2/
CA membranes. (C) The facile oil-water sepa-
ration using poly(HID-tma)-1/SiO2NP-2/CA
membranes; thewaterandoilweredyedbymethyl
blue and red, respectively [30].
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The thermal treatment process collapsed the hybrid fiber
layer slightly, but raised all air fractions of the fibrous
mats. From the SWCAs on the PAN5/poly(P-a)5 surface,
the air fraction was calculated to be 0.86, indicating that
about 86% of the PAN/poly(P-a) surface was occupied by
air. Therefore hydrophobicity of the fibrous mats was
believed to be mainly caused by the trapped air between
the fibers, and the poly(P-a) content in the fibers. The sliding
behavior of a water droplet is mainly related to contact angle
hysteresis, which is defined as the difference between
advancing and receding contact angles, and to the continuity
of a three-phase (solid-liquid-air) contact line [34]. Contact
angle hysteresis of all nanofibers are summarized in Table 2.
Thepacked fibrous structure of the PAN5/poly(P-a)5 surface
was the key contributor to the enhancement of hydrogen
bonds, gave high adhesion between water and the low-
surface-energymat [38].As shown inFig. 12, all four number
ratios of PAN/poly(P-a) fibers, such as PAN10/poly(P-a)0,
PAN7/poly(P-a)3, PAN5/poly(P-a)5, and PAN3/poly(P-a)
7, also had the high adhesion forces of fibrous mats, even
when the surfaces were tilted. Therefore the high adhesion
properties of the PAN/poly(P-a) fibrous mats for water
resulted from hydrogen bonding caused by the OH group
of PAN/poly(P-a) fibrous mats.
FIG. 11 Expanded FTIR spectra in the range of 4000–2000 cm1 for (A) PAN10/poly(P-a)0, (B) PAN7/poly(P-a)3, (C) PAN5/poly(P-a)5,
(D) PAN3/poly(P-a)7, (E) PAN0/poly(P-a)10 with corresponding curve fitting, and (F) at the C–N stretching band region of PAN/poly(P-a) blends
for PAN10/poly(P-a)0, PAN7/poly(P-a)3, PAN5/poly(P-a)5, and PAN3/poly(P-a)7 at room temperature.
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TABLE 1 Fiber Diameter, SWCAs, Hysteresis, and Fractional Interfacial Areas of Solid and Air Contact With a Water
Droplet (f1 and f2) for PAN/Poly(P-a) Hybrids and PAN/Poly(P-a) Blend Fiber Mats Prepared by Electrospinning
and Spin-Coating, Respectively [70]






























45697.2 443 100.53 6 16 0.475 0.524
PAN7/
P-a3
478152.3 55.83 1102 11 40 0.421 0.578
PAN5/
P-a5
49472.7 69.42 1202 11 34 0.369 0.63
PAN3/
P-a7
1144173.1 83.53 1043 12 2 0.68 0.31
PAN10/
poly(P-a)0
43095.2 493 108.33 15 31 0.291 0.709
PAN7/poly
(P-a)3
46677.9 68.23 1202 19 20 0.261 0.738
PAN5/poly
(P-a)5
48274.0 88.32 1542 18 16 0.13 0.86
PAN3/poly
(P-a)7
1130280.9 93.23 1123 22 1 0.663 0.336
aDifference between advancing and receding contact angles.
bCalculated by equations 1 cos yr¼ r cos ys and cos yr¼ f1 cos ys f2; where yr and ys are the equilibrium (Young’s) SWCA of a rough surface and a smooth surface,
respectively. f1 and f2 are the fractions of a solid surface and air in contact with a liquid droplet, respectively (f1+ f2¼1).
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fluorescein used in wide-ranging applications including
flow cytometry.
Here, Kao and coworkers used FITC-conjugated anti-
bodies as the probe proteins to evaluate their effects on the
non-biofouling performance of the prepared fibers. It was
found that theoriginalPANfiberswerealsohighly susceptible
to protein adsorption. In comparison to the PAN/P-a hybrid
fibers, note that the amount of antibodies on the PAN/poly
(P-a) blend fiber surfaces apparently decreased when the
poly(P-a) content increased to 50 wt%. Most of the FITC-
conjugated antibodies adhered solely to the fibers with a
diameter in the range of 3–5 mm for PAN7/poly(P-a)3 and
PAN5/poly(P-a)5 because of their larger contact area with
the antibodies.Most of the blend fibers with a diameter below
500 nm exhibited an excellent non-biofouling performance.
The laser scanning confocal microscope (LSCM) studiesclearly demonstrate that blending sufficient poly(P-a) with
PAN can significantly change the surface-free-energy of
fibers, and thus improve the protein adsorption resistance.4 POLYBENZOXAZINE-BASED MCNFs
4.1 Synthesis of Mesoporous Magnetic
Fe3O4@Carbon Nanofibers Utilizing In Situ
Polymerized Polybenzoxazine for Water
Purification
Si et al. first reported the successful production of
polybenzoxazine–based MCNFs with enhanced mesoporous
structures and excellent adsorption performance by com-
bining the electrospinning and an in situ polymerization
approach [72]. First, composite nanofibers (PVBNFs) were
TABLE 2 Structure Parameters of Hierarchical Porous Fe3O4@CNFs [71]
Samples
















Fe@CNF-1 513 0.617 0.104 0.513 83.1 2.450.02 2.670.01 0.917
Fe@CNF-2 405 0.510 0.101 0.409 80.2 2.510.01 2.730.01 0.919
Fe@CNF-3 629 0.911 0.101 0.810 88.9 2.320.02 2.460.01 0.943
A-Fe@CNF-1 1037 1.03 0.273 0.755 73.4 2.540.01 2.700.02 0.941
A-Fe@CNF-2 1207 1.43 0.074 1.36 94.8 2.280.02 2.470.01 0.923
A-Fe@CNF-3 1885 2.30 0.183 2.12 92.1 2.300.02 2.540.02 0.906
aSpecific surface area (SSA) was calculated by the BET method.
bTotal pore volume (TPV) (<25 nm) was estimated using 2D-NLDFT method.
cVmicro is the micropore (<1.7 nm) volume calculated by the Horvath-Kawazoe (HK) method.
dVmeso was obtained based on the TPV and Vmicro values.
ePVFmeso indicates the pore volume fraction of mesopores.
fD1 indicates the surface fractal dimension determined from the N2 adsorption analysis method.
gD2 was the surface fractal dimension calculated from small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements.
FIG. 12 Shapes of a water droplet on the electrospun PAN/poly(P-a)
hybrid fiber surface with different tilt angles: 90 (left) and 180 (right)
for (A) PAN10/poly(P-a)0, (B) PAN7/poly(P-a)3, (C) PAN5/poly(P-a)5,
and (D) PAN3/poly(P-a)7, respectively [69].
654 PART VI Morphological Control of Polybenzoxazinesobtained from a polyvinylbutyral (PVB), bisphenol-A-
aniline–based benzoxazine (BA-a), and ferric acetylacetonate
(Fe(acac)3) mixture solution, followed by in situ polymeri-
zation of BA-a at 230°C performed in vacuum. During this
process, PVB fiber bulk decomposed gradually, and BA-a
monomers polymerized into poly(BA-a) by ring-opening
reactionsandcross-linking.Asa result,poly(BA-a)nanofibers
(poly(BA-a)NFs)were obtained as original fibermorphology.
This utilized the properties of near-zero shrinkage and no
generation of by-products from the polymerization of benzox-
azines [42]. Finally, poly(BA-a) NFs were activated (A-poly
(BA-a)NFs) by using KOH solution and then carbonized at
850°C to obtain the activated Fe3O4@carbon nanofibers
(A-Fe@CNFs) (Fig. 13). The obtained nanofibers randomly
produced bended morphology with an average fiber diameter
of 110 nm and a porous graphitic structure embedding Fe3O4
nanocrystals with a grain-size range of 10–20 nm (Fig. 14).
Unactivated samples (Fe@CNFs) were also prepared for
comparison, and it was observed that the surface area and
pore volume of Fe@CNFs (629 m2 g1 and 0.921 cm3 g1)
greatly increased after activation (A-Fe@CNFs,
1885 m2 g1 and 2.325 cm3 g1), which is higher than that
of conventional PAN–based CNFs. Also, microporous and
mesoporous structures of both nanofibers were investigated
and results showed that, according to microporous analysis,
the cumulative pore volume (pore size 0.5–1.2 nm)
increased from 0.1 to 0.18 cm3 g1 by activation and that,
according to mesoporous analysis, the A-Fe@CNFs
(2.083 cm3 g1) showed a remarkable increase of cumu-
lative pore volume (pore size 1.8–55.7 nm) over that of
Polybenzoxazine-Based Nanofibers by Electrospinning Chapter 33 655Fe@CNFs (0.874 cm3 g1). It can be inferred that the KOH
activation mostly enhanced the mesoporous structure of
fibers and that it is the main reason for the significant
increase in surface area. In addition, the adsorption perfor-
mance of as-prepared magnetic mesoporous A-Fe@CNF
was investigated with methylene blue (MB) and rhodamineFIG. 13 Schematic for the strategy using the
in situ polymerization approach to synthesize
A-Fe@CNFs. During carbonization, poly(BA-a)
NF and Fe(acac)3 gradually converted to carbon
nanofibers and Fe3O4 nanocrystals, respectively,
H2 and H2O gases from the decomposition of
KOH yielded pores in the carbon nanofibers [72].
FIG. 14 (A) Low and (B) high magnification FE-SEM images of A-Fe@CN
nanocrystals in (311) orientation embedded in carbon nanofibers [72].B (RhB) dyes, and complete adsorption was achieved in
10 and 15 min for MB and RhB, respectively. After the
adsorption, the aqueous suspension could be separated
easily by an external magnet, without the use of a difficult
separation procedure, which is of great importance for real
applications.Fs; (C) TEM image of A-Fe@CNFs; (D) HRTEM image showing Fe3O4
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Polybenzoxazine–Based CNFs With Fe3O4
Inclusions With a Hierarchical Porous
Structure for Water Treatment
Si and coworkers produced hierarchical porous, magnetic
Fe3O4@carbonnanofibers (Fe3O4@CNFs)basedonpolyben-
zoxazine precursors [70] by using a procedure similar to the
preceding one. Here three different compositions of BA-a
and PVB were prepared as keeping the total concentration
10 wt%, and the weight ratios of BA-a/PVB were adjusted
to 1:3, 1:1, and 3:1 in these compositions. In all samples,
the weight ratio of BA-a/Fe(acac)3 was fixed at 4:1 to ensure
that the final MCNFs had the identical Fe3O4 mass fraction.
The obtained solutionswere electrospun, and the hybrid nano-
fibers were produced and denoted as PVBNF-1, PVBNF-2,
and PVBNF-3 with the BA-a/PVB weight ratios of 1:3, 1:1,
and 3:1, respectively. All PVBNF membranes were poly-
merized by ring-opening reactions carried out at 250°C under
vacuum to get thermosetting poly(BA-a)NF. Subsequently,
activation and carbonization procedures were performed as
previously done, and A-Fe@CNFs were obtained (Fig. 15).
In addition, the unactivated Fe@CNF was prepared for com-
parison. The poly(BA-a)NF, A-Fe@CNF, and Fe@CNF
samples resulting from corresponding PVBNF-x (x¼1, 2,
3) are referred to as poly(BA-a)NF-x, A-Fe@CNF-x, and
Fe@CNF-x (x¼1, 2, 3), respectively.
The average fiber diameter of corresponding PVBNF-1,
PVBNF-2, and PVBNF-3were 796, 637, and 583 nm, respec-
tively, which showed that the fiber diameter de-
creased regularly when the BA-a mass fraction increasedFIG. 15 Illustration showing the synthesis of A-Fe@CNF by a combinatio(Fig. 16A–C). Upon the in situ polymerization at 250°C, the
corresponding poly(BA-a) nanofibers (poly(BA-a)NF)
obtained from a variety of PVBNFs possessed similar stuck
morphology and an average fiber diameter of about 660 nm
(Fig. 16D–F). However, after activation and carbonization
procedures, the structure andmorphology of A-Fe@CNF sig-
nificantly changed, compared to the original poly(BA-a)NF.
The A-Fe@CNF-1 and A-Fe@CNF-2 exhibited typical cata-
clastic nanorod morphology with small aspect ratios. On the
other hand, the A-Fe@CNF-3 preserved the randomly ori-
ented nanofiber morphology with a bended structure and a
uniform smooth surface, presumably because of the highly
compact cross-linking structure obtained in poly(BA-a)NF
withhighBA-acontent (Fig.17A–C).Fe3O4nanocrystalswith
a grain size range of 10–20 nm incorporated in porous CNFs
were clearly observed in the transmission electronmicroscopy
(TEM) image of a single nanofiber (Fig. 17D). Moreover, a
high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image demonstrates the
well-resolved lattice fringes with an interplane distance of
0.255 nm derived from the (3 1 1) plane of Fe3O4 (Fig. 17E).
Comprehensive investigation of the hierarchical porous
structure was carried out quantitatively by PSD analysis,
and a polydisperse mesoporous structure mainly within a
2–8 nm range was observed. After activation and carboni-
zation, significant enhancement was observed in the meso-
porous structures. The detailed analysis results of surface
area and pore volume for corresponding samples are
summarized in Table 2. It is obvious that the mesopore
volume fractions for all samples were higher than 70%, con-
firming that the majority of pore structures are mesopores in
nanofibers. Moreover, the surface area and pore volumen of electrospinning and in situ polymerization [70].
FIG. 16 FE-SEM images of as-spun (A) PVBNF-1, (B) PVBNF-2, and (C) PVBNF-3 and the corresponding cured (D) poly(BA-a)NF-1, (E) poly(BA-a)
NF-2, and (F) poly(BA-a)NF-3 [70].
FIG. 17 FE-SEM images of (A) A-Fe@CNF-1, (B) A-Fe@CNF-2, and (C) A-Fe@CNF-3; (D) TEM image of A-Fe@CNF-3; and (E) HRTEM image
showing Fe3O4 nanocrystals in (311) orientation embedded in MCNFs (A-Fe@CNF-3) [70].
Polybenzoxazine-Based Nanofibers by Electrospinning Chapter 33 657increased with the increase of the BA-a content, as listed in
Table 1. Among all samples, A-Fe@CNF-3 possessed a
remarkably high surface area of 1885 m2/g and a pore
volume of 2.3 cm3 g1.
As in the previous study, the adsorption performance
of as-prepared A-Fe@CNF were also tested with MB and
RhB dyes. It was found that the A-Fe@CNF-3 possessed
the highest adsorption performance achieving complete
adsorption of MB and RhB for 10 and 15 min, respectively,
and that all samples could achieve complete adsorption of
MB and RhB within 15 and 25 min, respectively (Fig. 18).4.3 PAN/Polybenzoxazine–Based
Fe3O4@Carbon Nanofibers: Hierarchical
Porous Structure and Magnetic Adsorption
Property
Tao and coworkers produced a series of magnetic PAN/poly
(BA-a)–based Fe3O4@CNFs with a tunable morphologyand hierarchical porous structure through the combination
of a precursor design and an activation process (Fig. 19)
[73]. They prepared the precursor solutions by keeping
the total concentration of the BA-a and PAN at 12.5 wt%
and the amount of Fe(acac)3 fixed at 2 wt% in composite
solutions in order to obtain same fraction of Fe3O4 in the
final MCNFs. The mass fraction of BA-a in the electro-
spinning solutions was adjusted to 2.5, 5, and 7.5 wt%,
and the nanofibers obtained from these three different solu-
tions are denoted as PAN/BA-aNF-1, PAN/BA-aNF-2, and
PAN/BA-aNF-3, respectively. Hybrid nanofibers composed
of PAN, Fe(acac)3, and different amounts of BA-a were
deposited randomlyas 3Dstructures in the formofnonwoven
mats. The average fiber diameters of the correspondingPAN/
BA-aNF-1, PAN/BA-aNF-2, and PAN/BA-aNF-3were 486,
322, and 185 nm, respectively, indicating that the fiber
diameter decreased steadily with the increase of BA-a
content. Initially, the as-spun hybrid nanofibers were heated
at 170°C (20 min), 210°C (30 min), and 250°C (60 min) to
obtain stabilized thermoset PAN/poly(BA-a) composite
FIG. 18 The C/C0 versus time plots for adsorption of (A) MB and
(B) RhB dye solution. The insets show the magnetic responsive perfor-
mance (60 s) of A-Fe@CNF-3 after adsorption of MB (10 min) and RhB
(15 min) [70].
658 PART VI Morphological Control of Polybenzoxazinesnanofibers (PAN/poly(BA-a)NF). In this process, the preox-
idation of PAN and the in situ polymerization of BA-a
occurred at the same time, yielding a thermoset PAN/poly
(BA-a)NF precursor. Interestingly, contrary to PAN/BA-
aNF samples, the fiber diameter of PAN/poly(BA-a)NF
increased significantly with the increase of BA-a, and the
average fiber diameters of SNF-1, SNF-2, and SNF-3 were
287, 496, and 732 nm, respectively. In addition, the fibers
became stickier with increasing BA-a fraction, which may
be explained by the melting behavior of BA-a in a narrow
melting range (110–130°C) before being polymerized to a
stabilized cross-linked structure [71]. At a higher BA-a
fraction, adjacent fibers fuse together because of the strong
melting behavior of BA-a upon heat treatment, resulting a
sticking fiber with a larger fiber diameter.
The obtained SNF was activated by immersion in the
KOH aqueous solution (30 wt%) for 1 h and then dried at
60°C under vacuum. Finally, the activated SNF membranes
were carbonized at 850°C for 30 min with a heating rate of
2°C min1 under N2 flow. During this process, PAN/poly
(BA-a) composite nanofibers gradually converted to gra-
phitic nanofibers, and pores formed in fiber bulk because
of the released CO and H2O gases from the decomposition
of KOH. Additionally, the embedded Fe3O4 nanocrystals
were obtained from the thermal decomposition (Td) of
Fe(acac)3 during the carbonization process, which could be
explained with the burst nucleation and the crystal growth
mechanism. After carbonization, the products were washed
with 0.1 M HCl, and the black activated Fe3O4@CNFs
(A-Fe@CNF) was obtained. In addition, the nonactivated
Fe3O4@CNFs (Fe@CNF) was also prepared for comparison.
The SNF, A-Fe@CNF, and Fe@CNF samples prepared fromFIG. 19 Synthesis procedures of A-Fe@CNF and the rel-
evant formation mechanisms [73].
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A-Fe@CNF-x, and Fe@CNF-x (x¼1, 2, 3).
The structure and morphology of carbonized nanofibers
greatly depended on the content of BA-a in precursor fibers.
The A-Fe@CNF-1 and A-Fe@CNF-2 showed typical ran-
domly oriented cluster morphology with small aspect ratios
(Fig. 20A and B). Meanwhile, A-Fe@CNF-3 exhibited fiber
morphology (average fiber diameter was 238 nm) with a
multinanorod twist structure, which comprised abundant
winding nanorods with an average diameter of 47 nm
(Fig. 20C and D). The formation of this multilevel structure
could be attributed to the difference in the shrinkage rate
between polybenzoxazine and PAN during the carboni-
zation process [74]. To further study the multinanorod twist
structure, the A-Fe@CNF-3 was broken into dispersed
nanorods via high-speed stirring and characterized using
TEM. As can be seen from Fig. 20E, the individual nanorod
was comprised of porous graphitic carbon and embedded
Fe3O4 nanocrystals with a grain size ranging from 5 toFIG. 20 FE-SEM images of (A) A-Fe@CNF-1 and (B) A-Fe@CNF-2. (C) L
the multinanorod twist structure. (E) TEM image of A-Fe@CNF-3. (F) HRT
carbon (A-Fe@CNF-3) [73].20 nm. Careful examination of the corresponding HRTEM
image (Fig. 20F) indicates the well-resolved lattice fringes
with an interplane distance of 2.55 Å derived from the (311)
plane of Fe3O4.
Here quantitative PSD analysis was achieved by emplo-
ying the nonlocal density functional theory (NLDFT)
method. The representative NLDFT PSD curves over the
range of 2–25 nm revealed a typically polydisperse porous
structure and a primary PSD in the range of 2–8 nm. Two
well-developed peaks centered at 3.26 and 5.09 nm were
observed in Fe@CNF samples. After activation, a new
PSD peak centered at 2.46 nm arose, and the differential
pore volumes of the relevant PSD peaks increased greatly,
giving an indication of the significant enhancement of
the mesoporous structure.
The detailed porous structure analysis showed that
the specific surface area and the total pore volume of
A-Fe@CNF increased greatly as compared to those of non-
activated Fe@CNF samples. Another interesting result wasow and (D) high magnification FE-SEM images of A-Fe@CNF-3 showing
EM image showing Fe3O4 nanocrystals in (311) orientation embedded in
660 PART VI Morphological Control of Polybenzoxazinesthat the mesopore volume fractions of all samples were
higher than 75%, which confirmed the prevalence of meso-
pores in the nanofibers. Furthermore, it is worthwhile to
point out that, by combination of precursor design and acti-
vation process, a series of Fe3O4@CNFs with tunable hier-
archical porous structures, including the surface area, pore
volume, and micro/mesopore ratio, were obtained, in which
the A-Fe@CNF-3 possessed a remarkably high surface area
of 1623 m2 g1 and a pore volume of 1.635 cm3 g1, which
was higher than that of conventional PAN–based CNFs.
The adsorption performance of A-Fe@CNF-3 was tested
withMB and RhB dye pollutants as well. The A-Fe@CNF-3
exhibited an excellent adsorption ability in the removal of
MB and RhB dyes. The adsorption capacities of MB and
RhB were 94% and 75% for 6 min, and could achieve com-
plete adsorption of MB and RhB in 9 and 20 min, respec-
tively. In addition, the relevant recycling results indicated
that the adsorption capacities of MB and RhB were 91%
and 83% after approximately eight cycles, respectively,
revealing good recycling abilities for both dyes.
5 MCPBz NANOFIBERS
5.1 Main-Chain Nanofibers Obtained
Without Blending With Other Polymeric
Matrices
Ertas and Uyar reported the first study to produce bead-free
and uniform polybenzoxazine nanofibers from MCPBz
without using carrier polymeric matrices [75]. Initially,
two different types of MCPBz (poly(BA-dh)main and
poly(BA-dd)main) were synthesized by using two types
of difunctional amine (1,6-diaminohexane and 1,12-
diaminododecane), BA, and paraformaldehyde as starting
materials through a Mannich reaction. Then highly con-
centrated homogeneous solutions of the two MCPBzs in
chloroform/N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) (4:1, v/v)
solvent systemwere prepared by varying the concentrations
of poly(BA-dh)main (30–45%, w/v) and poly(BA-dd)main
(15–20%, w/v). At low concentrated solutions, beaded
ultrafine fibers were obtained. As the polymer
concentration increased, the number of beads decreased
dramatically and elongated beaded nanofibers were pro-
duced. When the polymer concentration reached critical
value, transformation from beaded nanofibers to bead-free
nanofibers was achieved, and the bead-free uniform nano-
fibers were obtained when poly(BA-dh)main and poly(BA-
dd)main were electrospun and nanofibrous mats of these
were at a solution concentration of 40% and 18% (w/v),
respectively (Figs. 21 and 22). Poly(BA-dh)main and
poly(BA-dd)main nanofibrous mats (poly(BA-dh)main-
FbM and poly(BA-dd)main-FbM) were obtained as free-
standing material, yet poly(BA-dd)main-FbM was more
flexible than and poly(BA-dh)main-FbM, which possiblyresulted from the longer diamine chain length and higher
molecular weight of poly(BA-dd)main resin (Fig. 23A and B).
The average fiber diameter and its distribution were cal-
culated from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images,
and corresponding values were 745140 nm (between 400
and 1100 nm) and 805220 nm (between 400 and
1500 nm) for poly(BA-dh)main-FbM and poly(BA-dd)main
-FbM, respectively (Figs. 21 and 22). Furthermore, curing
studies on these nanofibrous mats give us a good starting
point for cross-linking of MCPBz nanofibers. Although the
fibrous structure could not be preserved during the thermal
curing of poly(BA-dh)main-FbM and poly(BA-dd)main-FbM
because of the low melting point of these MCPBz (Fig. 24),
flexible and free-standing cross-linked films were obtained
(Fig. 23C and D).5.2 Cross-Linked, MCPBz Nanofibers
by Photo and Thermal Curing
Ertas and Uyar first obtained cross-linked polybenzoxazine–
based nanofibers from linear aliphatic diamine–based
MCPBz by a two-step curing process: photo and thermal
[76]. In their previous study, poly(BA-dh)main and
poly(BA-dd)main nanofibers could not preserve the fibrous
morphology during the thermal curing and melted at even
very low temperatures (75–100°C). In order to enhance
the thermal stability of nanofibers, the molecular structure
of the poly(BA-dh)main and poly(BA-dd)main were slightly
changed by tailoring the properties of the MCPBz to enable
them to be photo curable. For this purpose, 4,4-
dihydroxybenzophenone, which is a well-known photo-
initiator used as difunctional phenolic derivative instead
of BA and the other precursors, 1,6-diaminohexane, 1,12-
diaminododecane and paraformaldehyde were used same
as previous study. As a result, two novel MCPBzs, namely
poly(DBP-dh)main and poly(DBP-dd)main, were obtained
from 6-C and 12-C aliphatic diamine, respectively
(Fig. 25A). Their molecular weights were measured by
GPC as 10,000 and 15,000 g mol1, respectively, which
is expected since these MCPBz resins possess different chain
lengths. The molecular structures of the poly(DBP-dh)main
and poly(DBP-dd)main resins were confirmed by
1H NMR.
FTIR, and UV-Vis spectroscopies suggested that the syn-
thesis of the desired MCPBz molecules were achieved.
Then homogenous solutions of poly(DBP-dh)main and
poly(DBP-dd)main were prepared in a chloroform/DMF
solvent mixture for the production of nanofibers by electro-
spinning (Fig. 25B). Solution concentrations varied between
25–35% (w/v) for poly(DBP-dh)main and 15–25% (w/v) for
poly(DBP-dd)main in order to determine the optimum concen-
tration. In the electrospinning process, polymeric systems
exhibited typical behavior by transforming frombeadednano-
fibers to bead-free fibers when the concentration and/or
FIG. 21 Representative SEM images and corresponding fiber diameter distributions with average fiber diameter (AFD) of the electrospun nanofibers
obtained from solutions of poly(BA-dh)main (A, B) 30%, (C, D) 35%, (E, F) 40%, and (G, H) 45%. Inset shows magnified view of a typical region [75].
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FIG. 22 Representative SEM images and corresponding fiber diameter distributions of the electrospun nanofibers obtained from solutions of
poly(BA-dd)main (A, B) 15%, (C, D) 18%, and (E, F) 20%. Inset depicts magnified view of a typical region [75].
FIG. 23 Photographs of the (A) poly(BA-dh)main-FbM, (B) poly(BA-dd)main-FbM and after curing, (C) poly(BA-dh)
x
main, and (D) poly(BA-dd)
x
main
films step by step at 75°C, 1 h; 90°C, 1 h; 120°C, 1 h; 150°C, 1 h; 180°C, 1 h; and 220°C, 1 h [75].
FIG. 25 (A) Synthesis mechanisms of the poly(DBP-dh)main and poly(DBP-dd)main resins; (B) schematic view of the electrospinning setup; and (C) SEM
images of poly(DBP-dh)main-FbM and poly(DBP-dd)main-FbM before and after curing. Inset depicts photographs of the nanofibrous mat for corresponding
SEM image [76].
FIG. 24 Representative SEM images of the electrospun nanofibers before and after thermal treatment: (A) 40% poly(BA-dh)main; (B) 75°C, 1 h;
(C) 90°C, 1 h; (D) 100°C; 1 h; (E) 120°C, 1 h; (F) 18% poly(BA-dd)main; (G) 50°C, 1 h; (H) 60°C,1 h; (I) 75°C, 1 h; and (J) 120°C, 1 h [75].
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the aliphatic diamine chain length and accordingly the
molecular weight of the MCPBz resins affected the electro-
spinning ability. Because poly(DBP-dd)main resin has a higher
molecular weight and a longer aliphatic chain, presumably
more chain entanglement and overlapping occurred in the
polymer solution, thus resulting in the formation of bead-free
and uniform nanofibers at a lower solution concentration
(25%, w/v), compared to the poly(DBP-dh)main (35%, w/v).
Both nanofibrous mats were obtained as free-standingmaterial, yet poly(DBP-dd)main-FbM was more flexible than
the poly(DBP-dh)main-FbM, most likely because of the dif-
ferent chain length of these two MCPBzs.
Curing experiments of poly(DBP-dh)main-FbM and
poly(DBP-dd)main-FbMwere performed in a two-step process
in order to obtain cross-linked MCPBz nanofibers without
deteriorating the fiber morphology. First, photo curing was
carried out by irradiating nanofibrous mats with UV-light
for 1 h to achieve preliminary cross-linking. DSC experi-
ments were conducted to measure the thermal transition
FIG. 26 (A) DMA curves of poly(DBP-dh)xmain-FbM and poly(DBP-dd)
x
main-FbM, TGA thermograms of (B) poly(DBP-dh)main-FbM and
(C) poly(DBP-dd)main-FbM before and after curing [76].
664 PART VI Morphological Control of Polybenzoxazinestemperatures of the samples before and after curing. Interest-
ingly, the melting transition peak of both as-electrospun
MCPBz nanofibers disappeared after the photo curing,
indicating the enhancement of the thermal stability of nano-
fibers. Second, thermal curing was performed by keeping
the photo-cured samples at different temperatures (150°C,
175°C,200°C,and225°C)for1 h ina standardoven toprovide
ring-opening and cross-linking of the oxazine molecule in the
main-chain; consequently, cross-linked poly(DBP-dh)xmain
and poly(DBP-dd)xmain nanofibrous mats were fabricated. In
addition, as-electrospun MCPBz nanofibers were directly
thermal-curedwithout thephoto curing step as a control exper-
iment. SEM images showed that, although directly thermal-
cured MCPBz nanofibers lost their fibrous structure even
during the first step (150°C)of the thermalcuring, photo-cured
nanofibers perfectly preserved the fiber morphology
throughout the thermal curing process, confirming the accom-
plishment of cross-linkingwithout deteriorating the fibermor-
phology in only two steps (Fig. 25C). Moreover, molecular
structural changes occurring during the two-step curing
process were investigated by FTIR spectroscopy, and charac-
teristic absorption peaks of the benzoxazine ring disappeared
with thermal curing, verifying the achievement of ring-
opening and cross-linking.
Furthermore, mechanical properties of the poly
(DBP-dh)xmain-FbM and poly(DBP-dd)
x
main-FbM wereinvestigated by dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA).
Stress-strain curves of both cross-linked MCPBz nanofi-




showed remarkably high Young’s modulus (2070243
and 26459.66 MPa, respectively) and stress at yield
(22.532.04 and 15.292.48 MPa, respectively) com-
pared to the directly thermal-cured MCPBz nanofibrous
mats reported in the literature [77]. Stress at yield and cor-
responding stiffness of the polymeric material depends on
the chain length. Namely, as the flexible aliphatic chain
length decreases, stiffness of the polymeric materials
increases [39], thus poly(DBP-dh)xmain-FbM showed
notably higher Young’s modulus and stress at yield than
the poly(DBP-dd)xmain-FbM. On the other hand,
poly(DBP-dd)xmain-FbM showed significantly higher
strain at break (12.040.09) compared to the
poly(DBP-dh)xmain-FbM (1.830.15) because of the
longer aliphatic diamine; as the aliphatic chain length
increases, strain at break increases as well, and these
results are consistent with the reported data [13].
In addition, thermal properties of poly(DBP-dh)xmain-FbM
and poly(DBP-dd)xmain-FbM were examined by thermo-
gravimetric analyzer (TGA). Td temperatures of the
as-electrospun MCPBz nanofibrous mat shifted to higher
temperatures, and the char yields of these materials
Polybenzoxazine-Based Nanofibers by Electrospinning Chapter 33 665significantly increased after two-step curing (Fig. 26B andC).
Corresponding values of Td onset, Td maximum, and
char yield for the poly(DBP-dh)xmain-FbM and poly(DBP-
dd)xmain-FbM were measured as 250°C, 458°C, 53.1%, and
270°C, 476°C, 35.1%, respectively, which are quite satisfying
results for such materials.
Moreover, the thermal stability of poly(DBP-dh)xmain-
FbM and poly(DBP-dd)xmain-FbM were tested in a temper-
ature range between 250°C and 400°C in which higher
than the curing temperature and lower than the decompo-
sition temperature. Interestingly, poly(DBP-dh)xmain-FbM
and poly(DBP-dd)xmain-FbM absolutely keep the same fiber
morphology even after thermal treatment at 400°C (Fig. 27).
Also, solubility and stability experiments were performed in
good solvents (chloroform, DMF, 1,4-dioxane,N,N-
dimethylacrylamide (DMAc), and tetrahydrofuran (THF))FIG. 27 SEM images of (A) poly(DBP-dh)xmain-FbM and (B) poly(DBP
tube furnace at open air: (1) 250°C (1 h); (2) 300°C (0.5 h); (3) 350°C (0.5 h
FIG. 28 SEM images of (A) poly(DBP-dh)xmain-FbM and (B) poly(D
(3) 1,4-dioxane; (4) DMAc; and (5)THF [76].and highly concentrated, (5 M) strong acid (HCl, HNO3,
H2SO4) solutions. SEM images of poly(DBP-dh)
x
main-
FbM and poly(DBP-dd)xmain-FbM, after immersion
overnight in mentioned solvents and strong acids, demon-
strated that these nanofibers preserved their fibrous
structure and mechanical integrity perfectly after two-step
curing (Figs. 28 and 29). In conclusion, here highly cross-
linked thermoset nanofibrous polybenzoxazine–based
materials with quite good mechanical and thermal prop-
erties were produced by two-step curing. Also, these mate-
rials are highly stable in organic solvents and harsh acidic




be quite useful for the certain applications requiring high
temperatures and harsh acidic conditions or organic
solvents.-dd)xmain-FbM after treating different temperatures in high temperature
); and (4) 400°C (0.5 h) [76].
BP-dd)xmain-FbM after immersing 24 h in (1) chloroform; (2) DMF;
FIG. 29 SEM images of (A) poly(DBP-dh)xmain-FbM and
(B) poly(DBP-dd)xmain-FbM after immersing 24 h in 5 M
(1) HCl, (2) HNO3, and (3) H2SO4 solutions [76].
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Shape-Reproducible Electrospun
MCPBz Nanofibrous Mats
Recently, Li and coworkers produced cross-linked MCPBz
nanofibers by thermal curing, and they demonstrated that
these cross-linked nanofibers are robustly blood-inert and
shape-reproducible [77]. Blood-inertness is known as the
resistance of the surfaces to the adsorption of plasma pro-
teins and the adhesion of the blood cells, which is a quite
desirable and very important characteristic while devel-
oping blood-contacting materials such as blood collection
devices, antithrombogenic implants, hemodialysis mem-
branes, drug-delivery carriers, and diagnostic biosensors
[78,79]. Inherent surface contact stimulates the thrombotic
reaction, which is strongly affected by the interactions of
clotting factors, plasma proteins, and platelets on blood-
contacting materials [80]. Nonspecific adsorption of pro-
teins and clotting enzymes at the blood-material interface
is understood as being the first interaction event tostimulate a fullscale platelet adhesion, and activation causes
thrombosis and embolism at the blood-material interface
[81]. Therefore development of materials with protein-
resistant surfaces to prevent blood clot formation is crucial
and is widely studied in the literature. However, most of the
methods require complicated processes such as chemical
reactions, physical adsorption, and alteration of surface
topography, which cause surfaces to have poor mechanical
properties and less resistance to harsh environmental condi-
tions. On the other hand, a recent study introduced a new
approach by combining the electrospinning and in situ
polymerization/cross-linking of MCPBz for the fabrication
of blood-inert materials without further surface modification.
Initially, MCPBz resin poly(BA-dpe)main was synthesized by
using 4,40-diaminophenylether, BA, and formaldehyde as
raw materials. During the electrospinning, the concentration
of the feeding poly(BA-dpe)main solution was optimized to be
28 wt% in a mixed solvent system of THF and DMSO
(v/v¼3/1), and bead-free nanofibers were produced with an
average fiber diameter of about 1.9 mm. The obtained
FIG. 30 (A) Preparation of blood-inert material with an electrospinning process using a main-chain polybenzoxazine as raw material. The electrospun
poly(BA-dpe)main-FbM can be thermally cured without altering its morphology; (B) the contact angles of poly(BA-dpe)
x
main-FbM measured with water,
DIM, and whole human blood (WHB) were 147, 125, and 140 degrees, respectively; and (C) poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM shows high blood inertness because
no blood cell attachment was observed on the sample in contact with platelet–rich plasma (PRP) and WHB by fluorescence microscopy [77].
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with preserved fiber structures (Fig. 30A), because the melting
point of poly(BA-dpe)main is higher than the curing temperature
(240°C). Interestingly, poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM exhibits some
attractive properties without further surface modification and
treatments. First, poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM shows a WCA of
about 147 degrees and a diiodinemethane (DIM) contact angle
of about 125 degrees (Fig. 30B), which shows a higher amphi-
phobiccharacteristiccompared to thecross-linkedpolybenzox-
azine film (WCA: 108 degrees and DIM: 51 degrees) owing to
the low-surfaceenergyofcross-linkedpolybenzoxazineandthe
surface roughness of the electrospun fiber structure. Also, the
amphiphobic poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM shows a contact angle
of about 140 degrees for whole human blood (WHB). The
blood-inert characteristics and blood cell attachment resistance
of poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM samples were tested by direct
immersion in blood platelet–rich plasma and undiluted WHB
for 3 h at 37°C, respectively. Then samples were washed with
a phosphate-buffered saline solution. It was observed that
poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbMshowedcomplete resistance toplatelet
adhesion and that no blood cells were observed to attach on the
surface of poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM sample, illustrating the
excellent blood-inertness with almost 100-percent resistance
to blood cell attachment (Fig. 30C). Here the blood-inertness
of poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM can be attributed mainly to low-
surface-free-energy and consequently to the hydrophobicity
of this material.The robustness of the surface characteristics of
poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM has been examined by mechanical
testing, in various organic solvents (THF, EtOH, acetone,
toluene, and n-hexane) and aqueous solutions with different
pH values (Fig. 31). The WCA of poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM
was almost unchanged after the mechanical test, indicating
that the surface characteristics of poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM
are mechanically resistant. Moreover, in organic solvents,
poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM samples were neither dissolved
nor highly swollen in the solvents because of the highly
cross-linked structure and did not show notable changes
in the measured WCAs. This result demonstrates the high
solvent resistance of poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM, which is able
to maintain its surface characteristics in contact with sol-
vents. In addition, after immersing poly(BA-dpe)xmain-
FbM samples in the different pH media, they had almost
the same WCA measurement, except for pH 1 and 13,
presumably, harsh environmental conditions altered the
chemical structures of the sample surface because of the
protonation and deprotonation reactions of the hydroxyl
and amine groups of the cross-linked PBz structure, respec-
tively. Lastly, poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM could maintain the
surface characteristics up to 250°C, demonstrating the
thermal stability of samples.
Poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM possesses shape recovery
ability, and reshaping the shaped poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM
sample to either another shape or to the original shape is
possible under force (Fig. 32A). Poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM
shows a Young’s modulus of 16748 MPa, a stress
FIG. 31 Tests on the robustness of poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM.
(A) Mechanical resistance by a sand abrasion test 9 in which there were
no changes of water WCA of poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM after a 20-run
test; (B) solvent-resistance test in which there were no changes of
WCA of poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM after being soaked in various solvents
for 3 days; and (C) pH resistance test in which poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM
was stable after being soaked in pH 2–12 aqueous solutions. A slight
decrease in WCA from 147 degrees to about 133 degrees was observed
in the harsh pH 1 and 13 tests [77].
FIG. 32 (A) High mechanical strength flexibility of
poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM; (B) stress-strain curve recorded
with poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM; and (C) shape reformability
and reproducibility of poly(BA-dpe)xmain-FbM under a
thermal treatment [77].
668 PART VI Morphological Control of Polybenzoxazinesstrength of 5.30.1 MPa, and an elongation at break
of 5.30.2% (Fig. 32B). Reshaping the shaped poly(BA-
dpe)xmain-FbM sample to either another shape or the original
shape is possible under force and heat. The poly(BA-
dpe)xmain-FbM sample in the new shape still exhibit
flexibility and shape-recovery ability with forces at room
temperature (Fig. 32C). However, the reshaped poly(BA-
dpe)xmain-FbM could not thermoresponsively recover the
original shape because of the highly cross-linked structure
and high Tg of poly(BA-dpe)
x
main-FbM.6 SUMMARY
In this chapter, the recent progress in the preparation of
polybenzoxazine–based nanofibrousmats has been reviewed.
In situ polymerization of benzoxazine monomers allows both
the surface modification of nanofibrous mat and the pro-
duction of polybenzoxazine–based composite nanofibers. In
addition, by taking advantage of the molecular design flexi-
bility of polybenzoxazine, polybenzoxazine nanofibers have
been obtained without blending with polymeric carrier
Polybenzoxazine-Based Nanofibers by Electrospinning Chapter 33 669matrices. Because of the simplicity and versatility of the elec-
trospinning, functional nanofibrous mats based on polyben-
zoxazine can be produced easily, and these materials have
great potential in various applications.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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